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Date: July 25, 2014
Subject: Referral Letter

I take great pleasure in writing this letter of recommendation for Gillette Construction.  My neighbor and I needed
to replace our old sewer line because both of our homes were built in 1943 and our sewer lines were plagued 
with problems.  Back then cement tiles, mechanically joined, comprised the line.  However, being in service over 
70 years, I learned that cement tiles eventually crack, break, or fall apart due to rot.  In addition, roots in search 
of water can penetrate the line at the joins where sections connect.   All of these damage sewer lines.  

After consulting with Jerod Gillette, my neighbor and I unanimously decided to hire his company to do the work.  
By working with one company, they were able to reduce our cost by having us share expenses for common tasks.
And not only was our estimate given within a day of inspection/consultation but work commenced swiftly 
thereafter, within days.  Jerod did a wonderful job explaining our options and describing the various steps 
comprising the work.  He was patient and thorough taking the time to answer all the questions my neighbor and 
I had.  His crew was also very helpful, fielding all questions and concerns.

A great bunch of guys, the crew worked long hours and performed flawlessly.  I was impressed with how skilled, 
industrious, professional and ethical his crew was.  I had some sewer repairs done earlier by a different company 
but while they did an acceptable but unexemplary job, Gillette Construction’s work was outstanding and 
professional in comparison.

                              
Crew on break: Isaac, Caryn (Jason’s wife), Ivan, Jason, Cody & Austin.                                     Austin & Jason finishing the walkway.

Gillette Construction does excellent work.  As an example, my job called for replacing a short section of sidewalk 
as a result of excavation.  As the job was nearing completion, Jerod realized pouring only that section would not 
be attractive.  So he offered to lengthen the walkway (adding cost) so that the lengthened section would better 
blend with the old.  First, Gillette Construction absorbed the additional cost of making this change; I was not 
charged.  Second, they suggested doing this, not I.

The above is but one small example of how they attended to the customer’s needs.  It is for these and other 
reasons, I can, without reservation, recommend them.  They are honest, fair, knowledgeable and easy to work 
with.  You can be rest assured they deliver professional work at a competitive price.

David L. Lee


